Investing in Uncertain Times

Backdrop and Perspective
Since the 2008 financial crisis, investors have endured a series of rolling crises as the developed world has been forced to confront a mountain of debt and take corrective action in an environment of extreme political dysfunction across many countries. Deleveraging is an extremely difficult and painful process as it ultimately requires people to adjust to lower standards of living than they had become accustomed to. The current environment is all the more challenging as deleveraging is happening on a global scale, and for certain countries, it will likely involve one or a combination of the following: (1) debt default/restructuring; (2) entitlement reforms; (3) wealth transfers. The global deleveraging process that began roughly four years ago needs to continue to run its course and is the cause of our outlook for low economic growth, low returns, and continued volatility in financial markets.

To put the current situation in perspective, let’s look back: in our view, equity markets are still in a secular bear market. Historically, stocks have experienced long-term bull and bear cycles that typically last between 15 and 20 years. As illustrated in Chart 1, the Dow Jones Industrial Average has gone through periods of secular bull markets (late 1910s-20s, mid 1940s-60s, and early 1980s-90s) and secular bear markets (1930s-40s, 1960s-70s, and 2000 to present). It’s our belief that the current secular bear market began in 2000 with the popping of the information technology bubble and may well persist for some time yet as we work through the global deleveraging process. While we believe that equity markets are likely to remain challenging and volatile over the next few years, it is important to emphasize that we believe we are in the seventh inning of this process, and that better days do lie ahead.

Chart 1: Long-Term U.S. Equity Cycle

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P. As of May 28, 2012
Investors should consider a defensive posture in the short term, while keeping cool heads and remaining focused on the longer term in order to navigate through the turmoil. Below we offer some thoughts on possible outcomes to the near-term risks, and some ideas on how to position investment portfolios to help weather the ongoing storms.

Greece …

The focal point of the latest crisis is again Europe, specifically Greece, with the possibility of a Greek disorderly exit from the euro zone becoming a higher probability. Following the indecisive May 6th election, a caretaker government has taken the helm until the country can return to the polls on June 17th. Reports of Greek banks facing accelerated withdrawals as citizens remove money from banks and concern that the anti-austerity party could win the June 17th election has brought talk of Greece’s potential exit from the euro zone to the forefront. The country is divided over the question of remaining part of the euro zone when the cost is extreme austerity.

Greece has already defaulted on its debt once this year, imposing losses of more than 70% on its privately held bonds. However, another default is being discounted by the market, as its newly minted bonds that replaced the restructured debt are currently trading at approximately 15% of face value.

…In Or Out

We cannot emphasize enough that the situation is very complex and outcomes are unknown. TD Economics has written several articles examining possible outcomes and timelines, as well as the possible impact on North America. From our perspective there are two potential near-term scenarios, or outcomes that should be considered. The first scenario is that the June 17th election results in a government that sticks to a European Union/International Monetary Fund austerity program and remains part of the euro zone. The second, albeit extreme scenario, is that the commitment to the austerity plan is broken and Greece leaves the euro zone abruptly. The base case assumption is that Greece remains part of the euro zone, at least for now.

In the event that Greece exits the euro in the near term, an outcome which markets have begun to discount, one would expect a serious market response as concerns would erupt about contagion to the financial system globally. Greece’s exit would raise questions regarding the potential for further withdrawals from the euro zone, particularly Spain. In this situation, the impact to global markets and economic growth would be severe. We would likely see a coordinated effort by central banks to provide liquidity, which could ultimately provide the catalyst for the return of the “risk on” trade. This would have the makings of volatile market conditions in the extreme, first down, then, potentially, up. This is not, in our view, the most likely scenario.

However, even with the base case scenario that Greece remains part of the euro zone for now, we anticipate continued volatility and uncertainty due to the challenges associated with the austerity measures and ongoing deleveraging. Greece is not alone, as eight out of 17 euro zone governments have been voted out of office in the last couple of years in a growing wave of anti-austerity backlash. The biggest risk to best-laid-plans is political upheaval and social unrest.

What To Do?

Liquidity

Investors need to ensure that they can tolerate the expected continuation of market volatility. In our opinion, the best way to do this is to distinguish between savings and investments. Savings represents the portion of an investor’s assets that must remain secure and liquid. Basic financial planning suggests setting aside a minimum of three to six month’s worth of expenses to cover living expenses or emergencies. Given the expectation for continued volatility in financial markets, we believe investors should consider carrying a higher than normal level of savings to help ensure they are not forced to liquidate investments in the event of a downturn in the equity markets.

Investment Portfolio

Investors should review their portfolio asset mix and holdings. Whether you hold common stocks, preferred shares or bonds, investors need to understand the potential risks. Look for opportunities to exit positions which may be particularly vulnerable, such as companies with stretched balance sheets, a track record of disappointing results or a strategy that is not working out. Look instead to high-grade your portfolio with companies that have solid balance sheets, excellent market positions and first rate management teams.
Remember that equity portfolio volatility can be reduced through proper diversification and by including dividend paying stocks. Within equity portfolios, emphasize large cap, high quality, dividend paying stocks. Small cap stocks generally outperform when the economy comes out of recession, not when there is risk of continued weakness. Also, be wary of very high-yielding stocks as they are generally high risk. Unfortunately, we are in a low-rate environment, so expectations for yield may need to be reset if capital preservation is also a priority.

A slowdown in global economic growth or a global recession will weigh heavily on commodity prices and the resource-heavy Canadian equity market. For Canadian investors, we suggest looking south of the border for exposure to more defensive sectors such as health care and consumer staples. With its breadth and depth, the U.S. equity market provides investors with opportunities that in some cases simply are not available in the Canadian market and helps reduce exposure to the resource stocks. Investors may also consider focusing on companies that have more leverage to the U.S. domestic market than the European marketplace.

Carrying a higher cash balance can help provide a cushion in a declining equity market, but it also provides investors with the ability to act quickly in the event that a liquidity-driven “risk on” trade returns. If the situation in Europe deteriorates to a degree that the central banks act, we believe we could see another liquidity-driven rally in risk assets such as commodities and stocks. Having cash on hand will enable investors to react quickly to this and redeploy funds into the equity market to take advantage of potential opportunities to buy great companies when they are on sale.

Finally, the potential for shocks remains, with Europe being the catalyst. As such we continue to advocate maintaining exposure to gold as a form of insurance.

Closing Thoughts
We see three key risks to the global economy and financial markets over the near term. First and most important are the problems in Europe, with Greece being the current lightning rod. Second is the concern about slowing growth in China. Third is a looming election in the U.S. and the fiscal cliff in 2013 (potential tax hikes, forced spending cuts, revisiting the U.S. debt ceiling) and the potential impacts on the U.S. economy. The risks and uncertainty are reflected in the record low, or near record low, interest rates in countries such as Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the United Kingdom, Finland, the United States, Canada, and Japan which are an indication of stress in global financial markets, with capital fleeing risk for safety.

As we highlighted above, we believe that better days lie ahead, but as investors in a volatile and uncertain environment, we can position portfolios to weather potential storms and be prepared for opportunities as they arise.
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